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Abstract
Metagenomics holds the promise of greatly advancing the study of diversity
in natural communities, but novel theoretical and methodological approaches
must first be developed and adjusted for these data sets. We evaluated widely
used macroecological metrics of taxonomic diversity on a simulated set of
metagenomic samples, using phylogenetically meaningful protein-coding genes
as ecological proxies. To our knowledge, this is the first approach of this kind
to evaluate taxonomic diversity metrics derived from metagenomic data sets.
We demonstrate that abundance matrices derived from protein-coding marker
genes reproduce more faithfully the structure of the original community than
those derived from SSU-rRNA gene. We also found that the most commonly
used diversity metrics are biased estimators of community structure and differ
significantly from their corresponding real parameters and that these biases
are most likely caused by insufficient sampling and differences in community
phylogenetic composition. Our results suggest that the ranking of samples
using multidimensional metrics makes a good qualitative alternative for
contrasting community structure and that these comparisons can be greatly
improved with the incorporation of metrics for both community structure
and phylogenetic diversity. These findings will help to achieve a standardized
framework for community diversity comparisons derived from metagenomic
data sets.

Introduction
In recent years, advances in the metagenomic analysis
of microbial communities have been fuelled not only
by decreasing sequencing costs, but also by the promise
for the identification of general patterns in microbial
community ecology. Metagenomics can significantly
advance the study of community ecology by a simultaneous access to both functional and taxonomic diversity. It has already been applied to a wide range of
environments (Rusch et al., 2007), providing an unprecedented opportunity to identify ecological patterns in
the structure and distribution of natural microbial communities (Kemp & Aller, 2004; Lozupone & Knight,
2007; Smith, 2007). Nonetheless, the estimation of
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taxonomic diversity has long proved to be a difficult
task (Hurlbert, 1971; Hill, 1973; Venter et al., 2004;
Roesch et al., 2007; Rusch et al., 2007; Bent & Forney,
2008; Quince et al., 2008; Shaw et al., 2008; Sharpton
et al., 2011).
Historically, microbial community ecology has relied
on SSU-rRNA genotyping as the standard approach, and
many studies have estimated species richness directly
from SSU-rRNA clone libraries (Roesch et al., 2007;
Fulthorpe et al., 2008; Biers et al., 2009). Although
SSU-rRNA are powerful phylogenetic markers, the
scattered distribution of hypervariable regions across its
full length (~1500 bp) makes it very hard to recover
comparable, phylogenetically informative fragments that
are mutually overlapping (Mills et al., 2006; Kembel
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et al., 2011), and efforts have focused on circumventing
this problem through the use of reference alignments
and phylogenetic trees (Huson et al., 2007; Rusch et al.,
2007; Berger et al., 2011; Sharpton et al., 2011). In addition, concerns have recently been raised against its use
to study community structure because variability in gene
copy number per genome can lead to biased estimations
(Venter et al., 2004; Biers et al., 2009; Kembel et al.,
2011; Roux et al., 2011). This is why attention has
turned to the use of multiple single-copy, universally
conserved protein-coding phylogenetic markers (Ciccarelli et al., 2006; Wu & Eisen, 2008) as ecological proxies
of community structure in metagenomic studies (Venter
et al., 2004; von Mering et al., 2007; Rusch et al., 2007;
Biers et al., 2009; Kembel et al., 2011; Roux et al.,
2011).
The large number of microbial sequencing projects is
stressing the need to develop new theoretical and methodological approaches to measure diversity across data
sets (Rodriguez-Brito et al., 2006; Huson et al., 2009).
While a wide range of diversity metrics have been used to
compare microbial community richness (Roesch et al.,
2007; Schloss & Handelsman, 2008) and ranking (Hughes
et al., 2001; Shaw et al., 2008; Youssef & Elshahed, 2009),
testing their suitability to be used with microbial communities has received less consideration (Hughes et al., 2001;
Curtis et al., 2002; Hill et al., 2003; Quince et al., 2008;
Kuczynski et al., 2010). To our knowledge, the applicability of macroecological diversity metrics has been evaluated mostly for SSU-rRNA clone libraries (Hughes et al.,
2001; Mills et al., 2006; Bent & Forney, 2008; Shaw et al.,
2008; Youssef & Elshahed, 2009; Kuczynski et al., 2010),
and only the choice of ecological distances has been
explored for metagenomic data sets (Mitra et al., 2010).
Furthermore, the use of mathematical models and computer simulated data sets for accurate evaluation of diversity metrics has been scarce (Curtis & Sloan, 2006; Sloan
et al., 2006; Green & Plotkin, 2007; Bent & Forney, 2008;
Kuczynski et al., 2010), even though it is not possible to
test the efficiency of these metrics without knowing the
real diversity in natural communities (Shaw et al., 2008).
To address this problem, we evaluated the applicability of
widely used diversity metrics on a simulated set of
metagenomic samples from nine source communities
with contrasting structure and proposed a set of considerations for the qualitative comparison of the diversity in
metagenomic data sets.

Materials and methods
To evaluate the applicability of macroecological diversity
measures to metagenomic data sets, we chose to simulate
the sequencing of nine theoretical microbial communities,
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estimate relative abundances from protein-coding phylogenetic markers and calculate diversity with canonical
macroecological metrics. We generated other similar data
sets to compare against and evaluate the effect of marker
choice, taxonomic composition bias and sampling bias. A
summary of the generation of matrices is presented as a
flux chart in Fig. 1.
Design of source communities from completely
sequenced genomes

As microbial ecology heavily relies on genomic molecular
markers, the first step was to design in silico a set of theoretical, artificial microbial communities with contrasting
diversity that will serve as the known template and starting point for the sequencing simulation. We took advantage of the availability of complete genome sequences
from several microbial organisms deposited in public
databases and randomly sampled them to construct these
source communities (Supporting Information, Table S1).
We assume that their relative abundance in the community is equal to the relative abundance of the genome in
the community metagenome, so that all species included
have only one genomic copy per genome and there is no
polyploidy.
To better represent the multidimensional nature of
diversity, each source community belonged to one of the
three species richness levels (low: 10 species, medium: 100
spp., high: 500 spp.) and one of the three dominance levels. In the low-dominance level, all species had exactly the
same number of individuals (a total-evenness scenario).
The medium-dominance level was constructed in a way
that four species equally contained half of the individuals
in the community (one-eighth of the community each),
for a scenario of four equally dominant species and a
long tail of rare species. The high-dominance level was
constructed so that only three species contained half of
the individuals of the community, with one species containing one quarter of the community, and the other
quarter shared by the other two species. This represents a
scenario with one dominant species, two half-dominant
and a long tail of rare species. A total of nine source
communities were constructed as the result of the crossproduct of all three richness levels and all three dominance levels (Fig. S1). The total number of individuals
was kept to 1000 for all communities to standardize
dominance comparisons, and the abundances were calculated as proportions of the total community, so that the
dominance level was conserved across different richness
levels. To avoid taxonomic biases, dominance was modified over the same taxa, in a way that community composition at the lower richness levels are a subset of the
higher richness levels.
FEMS Microbiol Ecol 82 (2012) 37–49
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Fig. 1. A flowchart illustrating the main steps in the methodology towards the comparison of diversity metrics calculated from protein-marker
matrices derived from simulated metagenomes (red), its contrast against SSU-rRNA derived matrices (-green) and the evaluation of sampling
(yellow) and taxonomic (blue) biases.
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Metagenomic data sets sequencing simulation

We next simulated the pyrosequencing of each source community with the sequencing simulator software METASIM
(Richter et al., 2008). Briefly, METASIM generates a set of
synthetic sequencing reads (a metagenomic data set) from a
species-abundance matrix and a database of the complete
genomes, according to the characteristics and error models
produced by different sequencing technologies (Richter
et al., 2008). We used our source communities as the
species-abundance matrices input and simulated five
pyrosequencing replicated runs for each source community
(450 000 reads each, error model = 454, read
length = ~250 bp, distribution mean = 0.23, distribution
SD = 0.15, proportionality constant = 0.15, scale SD with
square root of mean = true, error clone distribution = normal, error clone mean = 2000, 2nd parameter = 200). Each
resulting simulated metagenome replica was corrected for
pyrosequencing noise with CDHIT-454 (Li & Godzik,
2006), and ORFs were predicted and translated into
proteins with GeneMark (Lukashin & Borodovsky, 1998).
Construction of community matrices

Each translated protein sample replica was scanned for 31
universally conserved, single-copy, protein-coding genes
with AMPHORA (dnaG, frr, infC, nusA, pgk, pyrG, rplA,
rplB, rplC, rplD, rplE, rplF, rplK, rplL, rplM, rplN, rplP, rplS,
rplT, rpmA, rpoB, rpsB, rpsC, rpsE, rpsI, rpsJ, rpsK, rpsM,
rpsS, smpB, and tsf, Table S2; Wu & Eisen, 2008). These
genes are commonly used as taxonomic molecular markers
because they are phylogenetically informative, and because
they are single-copy in the genomes, we can use them as
ecological proxies as an indirect measure of the relative
abundance of their species of origin. Each of the identified
protein-marker fragment was assigned to a taxonomic category using the last common ancestor (LCA) algorithm
implemented in the metagenomic analysis software MEGAN
(Huson et al., 2007; Min Support = 1, Min Score = 35,
Top Per cent = 3). This software employs the phylogenetic
information within the top best BLAST hits of each fragment
against the nonredundant protein database and the NCBI
taxonomy tree to assign each fragment to a taxonomic category. Once all reads were classified, we used a parsing script
to summarize the total number of reads within each taxonomic category in each metagenomic sample in the form of
a community or species-abundance matrix.
Diversity metrics calculation

All the canonical macroecological diversity metrics in this
work are estimated from ecological distance matrices.
We used the protein-marker matrices obtained in the previous section to calculate the Hellinger transformation of
ª 2012 Federation of European Microbiological Societies
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ecological distances (Eqn 1 ), both because the Hellinger
distances are more representative of real ecological distance (Legendre & Gallagher, 2001) and because their use
with metagenomic data sets has already been evaluated
with positive results (Mitra et al., 2010).
Equation (1) Hellinger's Distance
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u S rﬃﬃﬃﬃ rﬃﬃﬃﬃ2
S
uX
X
xi
yi
xi
; ^x ¼

D¼t
^x
^y
i¼1
i¼1
where xi = abundante of ith species at site x; yi = abundante of ith species at site y.
These ecological distance matrices were in turn used to
calculate diversity metrics commonly used in macroecology. The richness estimators used were observed richness
(S), the nonparametric richness estimator Chao1 (Chao,
1984), and abundance-based coverage estimator ACE
(Chao & Lee, 1992). Dominance-based diversity metrics
used were Simpson’s probability that two randomly sampled individuals belong to the same species (D; Simpson,
1949), and Berger–Parker’s proportion of the most abundant species (BP; Berger & Parker, 1970). Metrics that
incorporate both richness and dominance used in this
work are Shannon’s diversity index (H; Shannon, 1948),
and its derived evenness metrics J and E (Kindt & Kindt,
2008) and Fisher’s alpha (a) parameter for a log-series
fitted species-abundance curve (Fisher et al., 1943).
All the previous metrics are only point descriptions of
diversity (Hurlbert, 1971; Hill, 1973), while parametric
diversity families provide a more complete, multidimensional summary of community diversity (Hill, 1973; Patil
& Taillie, 1982; Ricotta, 2003). Rényi’s entropy profiles
(Rényi, 1961) are a generalization of Shannon’s informational measure extrapolated to particular moments of the
same function with a scale parameter (alpha = 0, 0.25, 0.5,
1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, infinity) that reflects the partition of
abundance between species, constituting the best representation of a continuum of possible diversity measurements
(Ricotta, 2003). In consequence, Rényi’s metrics span from
richness to dominance, across approximations to most of
the individual metrics previously mentioned (Fig. S4). All
Rényi’s profiles were calculated as in Eqn (2) after Tóthmérész (1995). All ecological and statistical analyses were
performed in R with packages VEGAN (Oksanen et al.,
2007) and BIODIVERSITYR (Kindt & Kindt, 2008).
Equation (2) Rényi′s Entropy
S 
P a
ln
pi
i¼1
Ha ¼
1a
Where pi = relative abundante of ith species; α = scale
parameter.
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genome of origin, allowing us to reconstruct a speciesabundance matrix without incorporating the selection of
a classifying method as an additional confusion factor. As
this results in a highly confident classification of the identified fragments, it gives the SSU-rRNA matrix in this
work an advantage over the protein matrix, but we chose
this comparison for the sake of simplicity. A matrix of
ecological distances was constructed between all the
metagenomic SSU-rRNA matrices, protein-marker
matrices and the original source-communities matrices
(derived from the raw, ‘real’ data without simulation).
The similarities between samples were analysed with a
hierarchical cluster analysis by complete linkage as implemented in the CLUSTER package in R (Maechler et al.,
2002), and the distances between the SSU-rRNA and
protein-marker matrices to their corresponding source
communities were tested for statistical differences with a
completely randomized block design for ANOVA in R (R
Development Core Team, 2006).

Evaluation of individual diversity indices

To assess the performance of each diversity metric relative
to the true diversity parameter values from their community of origin, each index was tested against their corresponding value from the source communities for
significant differences. The ‘real’ ecological distance
matrices were constructed from the raw source-community species-abundance matrices, and the ‘real’ diversity
metrics of the original communities were calculated from
these as described in the previous section. We then tested
for statistically significant differences between the estimated diversity metrics (calculated from the replicated
metagenomic data sets) and the real diversity values
(calculated from the source communities) with a T-test
for single samples, using the values from the replicated
metagenomic data sets as observations and the values
from the source communities as the population parameter (Sokal & Rohlf, 1995). Samples were then ranked
according to the values of each diversity metric and
compared against the ranking obtained from their respective source community (Table 1).

Taxonomic composition biases

To analyse the effect of taxonomic composition bias, two
additional communities were built with the same community structure as sample ‘V’ but the dominant species
were randomly shifted from the pool of available complete genomes to modify community composition (Table
S1). This allowed us to compare three communities with
exactly the same diversity but different taxonomic composition. The two resulting source communities (Vx and
Vy) were subjected to the exact same procedures as the
others as described above, and their diversity metrics
compared against sample V.
The mean pairwise phylogenetic distance (MPD; Webb
et al., 2002) is a diversity measure that explicitly incorporates differences in community structure, and it was
determined between all members in each community following the procedure presented in Kembel et al. (2011)
using the R package PICANTE (Kembel et al., 2010). Briefly,

Choice of molecular marker as ecological proxy

To evaluate whether protein-coding genes are superior to
SSU-rRNA as ecological proxies of the original community, we scanned each untranslated sample from the replicated metagenomes for SSU-rRNA gene fragments using
Meta_RNA, a high-sensitivity algorithm for the detection
of ribosomal metagenomic fragments using hidden
Markov Models (Huang et al., 2009). To date, there is no
consensus on the best methodology and reference database to taxonomically classify complete SSU-rRNA genes,
let alone fragmented sequences (McDonald et al., 2011;
Sharpton et al., 2011), and their choice can profoundly
affect the resulting community matrices. One of the
advantages of using simulated metagenomes is that we
can track each of the SSU-rRNA fragments back to their

Table 1. Rank ordering according to diversity indices values of source communities (S) and metagenomic samples (M)

Rank

Shannon

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th

S1
S4
S2
S3
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9

Simpson
M1
M4
M2
M5
M3
M6
M7
M8
M9

S1
S4
S2
S5
S7
S8
S3
S6
S9

BergerParker

Logalpha
M1
M4
M2
M5
M7
M8
M6
M3
M9

S1
S3
S2
S4
S5
S6
S7
S9
S8

S1
S4
S3
S2
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9

S6
S3
S9
S5
S2
S8
S7
S4
S1

Jevenness
M3
M6
M9
M5
M8
M2
M7
M4
M1

S7
S8
S4
S9
S1
S5
S6
S2
S3

M1
M4
M7
M8
M9
M5
M2
M6
M3

Eevenness

Chao1

S7
S8
S4
S9
S1
S5
S6
S2
S3

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9

M1
M4
M7
M8
M9
M5
M2
M6
M3

M3
M2
M1
M4
M5
M6
M8
M7
M9

Ranks conserved in both cases are shown in bold.
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each protein-marker gene fragment was aligned to a concatenated reference alignment and then placed onto a
reference phylogeny using the evolutionary placement of
short sequences implemented in RAXML v.7.2.8 (Berger
et al., 2011). MPD was then calculated from this phylogenetic tree. The reference phylogeny was calculated via
maximum likelihood with a WAG+G model partitioned
by gene families from the reference alignment provided in
Kembel et al. (2011). Statistical differences in MPD were
calculated with ANOVA. In addition and because average
genome size is deeply affected by the taxonomic community composition, the effective genome size (EGS) was
calculated from the protein-marker abundance matrices
following the methodology in Raes et al. (2007).
Incomplete sampling bias

An important source of bias that is unrelated to the
methodology evaluated here is incomplete sampling of
the natural community. Because no complex natural
community has been sampled to exhaustion (to our
knowledge), the effects of these kinds of bias are of the
greatest importance. To separate the bias observed
because of incomplete sampling from methodological
bias, two additional species-abundance matrices were
constructed by randomly sampling 10% and 50% of the
individuals directly from the source communities, without a sequencing simulation. These samples were
processed to obtain Rényi diversity profiles in exactly the
same way that has been previously described.

G. Bonilla-Rosso et al.

of molecular markers as ecological proxies for species
abundances is fundamental. Previous studies have used
SSU-rRNA gene clone libraries and metagenomic fragments (Kemp & Aller, 2004; Edwards et al., 2006; Mills
et al., 2006; Roux et al., 2011), conserved protein-marker
genes (Kembel et al., 2011; Roux et al., 2011) and even
all metagenomic reads (Edwards et al., 2006) as ecological
proxies to address community structure and composition.
Here, we compared the performance of abundance
matrices built from SSU-rRNA fragments or from protein
markers recovered from the metagenome sample data sets
to reflect the real structure of the source communities.
Overall, the protein-marker matrices were consistently
more similar and showed smaller ecological distances
(mean = 0.45) to the source communities than the
SSU-rRNA matrices (mean = 0.50; Fig. 2). SSUrRNA were directly classified by their genome of origin,
and are free of other common sources of error such as
misalignment, misclassification and a lower resolution for
detecting taxonomic groups (Roux et al., 2011). This
means that even if we had error-free classification methods for SSU-rRNAs, the protein-marker gene matrices
would still be more similar to the real source community
structure. The exception is sample I, where the SSUrRNA matrices were more similar to the source communities than the protein matrices. Sample I has the higher
richness and evenness, and although this could indicate

Results and discussion
The comparison of microbial community structure by
means of metagenomic data sets relies on the estimation
of diversity from abundance matrices. While this comparison is promising for testing ecological hypotheses, in
practice, the construction of accurate abundance matrices
from metagenomic data sets is challenging and far from
being standardized. To address this problem, we designed
nine source communities with contrasting structure and
simulated the sequencing of five replicas from each. Next,
we took the advantage of the fact that we knew the real
values of the diversity metrics parameters from the source
communities and evaluated the performance of its
estimators by contrasting them against the estimated
values from the metagenomic samples.
On the type of molecular markers as ecological
proxies

The first step towards contrasting communities is the
construction of the abundance matrix, and so the choice
ª 2012 Federation of European Microbiological Societies
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Fig. 2. Dendogram resulting from the complete cluster analysis based
on Hellinger distances between source communities (black dots
numbered 1–9), rRNA gene abundance matrices (R1–R9) and matrices
derived from the 31 protein genes (M1–M9). Agglomerative
coefficient = 0.82. The mean distance from protein gene matrices to
source communities is 0.45. The mean distance from rRNA gene
matrices to source communities is 0.50. This difference in distance is
statistically significant (d.f. = 1, F = 14.055, P < 0.01; d.f.blocks = 10,
Fblocks = 78.35, Pblocks < 0.01). Source communities are marked with
circular tips.
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that SSU-rRNA matrices perform better with very complex communities, a most plausible interpretation is that
the effect of classification bias on protein matrices is
more strongly revealed in complex communities. Misclassification and low resolution of reference databases are
prone to modify precisely the relative dominance of closely related clades, affecting samples with large numbers
of species and high evenness. We would expect then that
sample I would be more strongly affected if our
SSU-rRNA matrices were subjected to a classification
algorithm. This finding supports the choice of universally
conserved, single-copy protein-coding marker genes over
SSU-rRNA genes for the estimation of diversity metrics.
Evaluation of diversity metrics

With the 31 protein-marker matrices, we calculated the
most commonly reported diversity metrics and Rényi’s
entropy profiles for each of the metagenomic samples.
Because five metagenomic samples were produced by the
sequencing simulation replications from each source community, we were able to directly compare the estimated
values of each diversity metric (from the sample replicas)
against their corresponding known community parameter
(from the source community). None of the metrics
estimated were statistically similar to their corresponding
parameter from the source communities (P > 0.05; Table
S3), and their results were inconsistent across samples.
This means that the particular values for individual diversity metrics from metagenomic data sets differ quantitatively from the ones derived from the real, known
community structure. It has been shown that some
ecological problems can be approached by qualitative relative measures of diversity like ordering a set of samples
according to their diversity rankings relative to each
another (Shaw et al., 2008). The ordering and ranking of
communities according to individual diversity metrics has
already been applied in microbial ecology studies using
clone libraries (Hughes et al., 2001; Shaw et al., 2008;
Youssef & Elshahed, 2009) and also metagenomes (Biers
et al., 2009). However, no individual diversity index
recovered the same ranking from their corresponding
source community, and the inconsistency of the ranking
across different indices prevented us from achieving a
consensus ranking (Table 1). This can be attributed to
the fact that individual metrics are only point descriptors
of particular aspects of diversity, and so a bias in their
estimation will result in an erroneous ranking of the
samples. Hence, the use of metrics that explores the multidimensional aspects of diversity (Preston, 1948; Hill,
1973) appears as a better option to compare communities. We chose Rényi’s entropy profiles (Rényi, 1961)
because it clearly depicts diversity graphically (TóthmérFEMS Microbiol Ecol 82 (2012) 37–49

ész, 1995), but other possible alternatives are Hill’s numbers (Hill, 1973), Patil and Taille’s parameter families
(Patil & Taillie, 1982), and even a combination of individual metrics that measure richness and different degrees
of weight to dominance and richness like the Chao1 and
BP indices. Although also biased, the relationship between
each pair of source communities Rényi’s profiles (Fig. 3a)
is faithfully reflected by the relationships of the metagenomic samples (Fig. 3b). Samples are difficult to rank
using Rényi’s profiles because one sample can be more
diverse in one scale and less diverse in other (Tóthmérész,
1995) as the case of samples II and IV in Fig. 3a, but
their strength relies on their ability of depicting exactly
that complex relationship between the two samples, where
sample II has a larger richness than IV, but it has a larger
dominance than the even sample IV. An analysis of the
Rényi’s profiles from our samples reveals that the inconsistencies observed at the ranking with individual indices
are caused by real differences in the community structure.
Moreover, our results indicate that the relative positions
between samples are more faithfully reflected when
replicated data sets are pooled together as shown in
Fig. 3d. In summary, ranking by single-diversity metrics
might not be sufficient to accurately compare the diversity in two communities, and we suggest the use of multidimensional metrics to describe the rankings at different
scales of diversity that might be differentially affected
during manipulative studies.
Possible sources of estimation bias

There are three factors expected to cause the majority of
the estimation bias observed in metagenomic data sets:
DNA extraction and sequencing, choice of molecular
marker selected as ecological proxy and the effect of an
insufficiently sampled community. Biases in DNA extraction are beyond the scope of this work and have been
addressed elsewhere (Morgan et al., 2010; Lombard et al.,
2011), and because our metagenomic data sets were
simulated in silico, they are free from this bias. To differentiate biases introduced by the methodology and the
effect of subsampling, we constructed abundance matrices
by sampling 10% and 50% of the individuals in the
source communities directly, without sequencing simulation or taxonomic classification (Fig. 3c). The effect of
subsampling is similar to the patterns of general reduction in diversity, and sample aggregation observed in the
metagenomic data sets (Figs. 3b and 3c). A much clearer
separation among samples is observed when 50% of the
source community is sampled (Fig. 3e). Unfortunately,
the fraction of the community present in any given
sample is very hard to estimate for natural communities,
and the definition of the number of sequences required
ª 2012 Federation of European Microbiological Societies
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 3. Rényi’s entropy profiles for (a) the source communities; (b) the matrices derived from the averaged 31 protein-marker genes; subgroups
of the source communities where only (c) 10% or (e) 50% of the community was sampled; (e) the pooled replicas from the 31 protein-marker
gene matrices; and (f) the protein-marker abundances of samples with different taxonomic composition. Samples Vx and Vy in (d) have exactly
the same structure as V, but the species showing larger abundances are different. The rest of the samples in (d) are attenuated with dotted lines
as they are given only as reference (EGS). The richness, Shannon, Simpson and Berger–Parker indices can be conceived as single moments of the
entropy function, and are marked with vertical dashed lines over (a = 0, 1, 2, infinity), respectively.

to obtain a representative data set is one of the major
challenges in metagenomic research. Quince et al. (2008)
suggested that a slight increase in sequencing effort would
produce a significant increase in coverage in moderately
complex communities. We observed that richness
categories can already be differentiated with the pooling
of only two samples, each sample being roughly equivalent to the sequencing of one plate in the 454-FLX
platform (Fig. S3). Moreover, samples are readily
separated by their diversity profiles when the five simulated replicas are pooled together (Fig. 3d). This suggests
that most of the confusing factors observed are due to
subsampling, which is promising because this is expected
ª 2012 Federation of European Microbiological Societies
Published by Blackwell Publishing Ltd. All rights reserved

to be less of a problem in the future with the decreasing
costs of sequencing technologies.
Another potential source of bias for comparing
community structure with metagenomics comes from
phylogenetic community composition. This arises from
the fact that the probability of sequencing any given
molecular marker is a factor of the density of that marker
in its genome of origin, which in turn depends of the
genome size of each particular organism (Raes et al.,
2007). This problem is exclusive of metagenomic data sets
because other approaches are usually based on the direct
observations of species from individual counts. Beszteri
et al. (2010) proposed that single-copy protein genes sufFEMS Microbiol Ecol 82 (2012) 37–49
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Fig. 4. Box-and-whisker plot comparing the mean pairwise phylogenetic distance values observed for the protein-marker matrices in each
sample. Midlines represent the median and box limits represent the first and third quantiles, while whiskers are the maximum and minimum
values and bold circles mark the corresponding source-community value. Samples are grouped by their source community richness category in
bold black boxes and by their evenness by colours as follows: total evenness, blue; medium evenness, red; high dominance, green. Letters above
the boxes denote membership to the statistically significant groups obtained by a post hoc Tukey multiple comparison with 95% of confidence.

fer from a reduced sampling probability in metagenomic
data sets (as a ‘dilution effect’), as they are directly
affected by the mean genome size of all individuals in the
community (measured as the EGS, Raes et al., 2007). To
address this issue, two additional source communities
with identical community structure to sample V, but with
different taxonomic composition (samples Vx and Vy)
were built. Samples V and Vx are more similar than sample Vy, and significant differences were observed between
the three samples, with evenness being more profoundly
affected than richness (Fig. 3f). The observed pattern is
precisely what we would expect from the dilution effect,
but the EGS sample ordination does not follow the
observed diversity pattern, Vy being the middle value
between V and Vx (Fig. 3f). As all the dominant species
in these samples belong to different bacterial phyla, this
suggests that there are phylogenetic factors other than
EGS affecting the estimation of community structure
metrics. Our approach is not suited to address these factors, but the variable phylum representation in the reference protein databases is most likely to affect the
resolution for classification and relative abundance
estimation.
Because we used phylogenetically informative molecular
markers as ecological proxies, it seems natural to incorporate that very same phylogenetic information into diversity metrics. Again, we measured the MDP, but other
alternatives are available (Cadotte et al., 2010). Differences in evenness were corroborated by variations in
MPD; for instance, group a (I–IV) had a large MPD that
was explained by a large evenness in the Rényi profile
(Fig. 4), but these two samples differed in their richness.
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Samples VII and VIII were undifferentiated by the Rényi
profile, but could be separated by the MPD and showed
that although the structure was very similar in both samples, a greater clustering was observed in sample VIII.
The metagenomic samples are separated by diversity metrics when they are first grouped according to their richness category and then by their MPD category, effectively
reflecting the ranking of source communities by their
structure (Fig. 4). Although the estimated values were
statistically different from that of the source communities,
the grouping of samples by MPD reflected the evenness
categories from the source communities (Fig. 4). The
MPD values from samples in the low richness category
(i.e. samples VIII and IX) are equivalent to samples in
the medium and high-dominance categories (i.e. samples
III and VI), most likely because MPD is also affected by
richness (Kembel et al., 2010). These results suggest that
measures of phylogenetic diversity can further differentiate communities by their composition and that these values naturally reflect the structure of the community and
so can help differentiate samples that have not been
differentiated by other multidimensional metrics that do
not consider community composition.
It should also be noted that because these simulated
metagenomes were constructed using known genomes,
these comparisons are a best-case scenario. The diversity
metrics resulted in biased estimations even under these
optimal conditions, so it is reasonable to expect greater
biases with real data sets where the majority of the species
are only distantly related to known organisms with
sequenced genomes (a case study with real metagenomic
data can be found in Fig. S2). Furthermore, misclassificaª 2012 Federation of European Microbiological Societies
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tion errors are expected to be reduced with the advancement of classification algorithms, the availability of
sequencing technologies that deliver longer sequencing
reads and the phylogenetic expansion of the reference
genomes, and these fields have shown significant improvements in recent days (Wu et al., 2009; Ghosh et al., 2010;
Meinicke et al., 2011; Parks et al., 2011; Pati et al., 2011).
In the meantime, the LCA algorithm allows for reads from
organisms that are phylogenetically distant from reference
genomes to be only be assigned to high taxonomic ranks,
so that a more accurate community structure estimation
can be achieved sacrificing phylogenetic resolution. In
practice, this means that more representative abundance
matrices can be built from metagenomes with phylogenetically uncharacterized members if they are built at genus or
family level instead of species level.
A last source of biases that was not addressed here is
precisely the combined effect of uncharacterized species
in a highly complex community, and we recognize that
the behaviour of both diversity metrics and choice of ecological proxy might change at higher complexity. Nevertheless, these differences are difficult to address because
no complex community metagenomes have been
sequenced to exhaustion. Until then, these problems can
be only addressed with the comparison of natural communities where contrasting levels of diversity can be
presumed with confidence (Fig. S4).

Conclusion
Modern microbial ecology needs new tools to quantify
microbial diversity in a statistically realistic fashion, if
we expect to identify general patterns of community
structure, composition and assemblage. Moreover, we
need to distinguish true patterns from possible artefacts
caused by the massive amounts of fragmentary data
whose statistical properties are poorly understood and
are possibly biased because of genetic, biological and
sampling factors. Although it is natural to borrow ecological methods directly from macroecology, microbial
ecologists should adjust or develop and evaluate tools
and methodological practices, in a way that properly
fits the biological and ecological properties of natural
microbial communities.
Diversity is a complex community property, and this
study illustrates the need to carefully evaluate the behaviour of the metrics used to estimate it using simulated
data sets where the real community structure and composition are known. Our results showed that abundance
matrices derived from protein-coding marker genes
reproduce more faithfully the structure from the original
community than those derived from SSU-rRNA genes,
even without taking into account the alignment and
ª 2012 Federation of European Microbiological Societies
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misclassification biases. We found that, when calculated
from metagenomic samples, the most commonly used
diversity metrics are biased estimators and differ significantly from their real community parameter counterpart.
Our analyses further suggest that these biases are most
likely the consequence of insufficient sampling and that,
as expected, this problem could be overcome by increasing sequencing coverage depth. We also found that the
differences in taxonomic community composition can
affect community structure estimation so phylogenetic
diversity measures should be incorporated to account for
this source of bias. Nevertheless, we show that correct
qualitative comparisons can be achieved by the ordering
and ranking of samples using a metric that contemplates
the multidimensional nature of community structure
diversity.
Finally, the incorporation of metrics for both community
structure and phylogenetic diversity provides additional
understanding of diversity in metagenomic data sets.
Although the causes and alternatives to diversity metric bias
are to be addressed by mathematical theory, our findings
are a first attempt to achieve a standardized framework for
community diversity comparisons derived from metagenomic data sets. This will support ongoing work towards
the identification of general diversity patterns across geographic space and along environmental gradients.
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Additional Supporting Information may be found in the
online version of this article:
Fig. S1. Schematic representation of the nine source communities designed as a product of three richness categories (with 10, 100 and 500 species on the x-axis) and
three dominance/richness categories (total evenness on
the extreme right over the y-axis, highest dominance at
the extreme left).
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Fig. S2. Renyi’s entropy profiles for the SSU-rRNA
derived (a) and the protein-markers derived (b) matrices
of three solar saltern ponds with low (squares), medium
(triangles) and high (circles) salinity.
Fig. S3. Rarefaction analysis showing the increase in the
expected number of species with increasing sequencing
depth.
Fig. S4. Quick tutorial for the interpretation of Rényi’s
entropy profiles.
Table S1. Community profiles describing the structure
and genomes of the source communities.
Table S2. Summary of the number of reads found for
each one of the 31 protein-coding marker genes.
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Table S3. Summary of the resulting P-values for the statistical comparisons between the observed diversity values
and the values calculated from the original source communities.
Table S4. Summary of the values for all diversity metrics
calculated.
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content or functionality of any supporting materials supplied by the authors. Any queries (other than missing
material) should be directed to the corresponding author
for the article.
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